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Abstract
A class of deconvoluted kernel estimators is proposed to estimate the conditional
survival, conditional cumulative hazard and the regression functions when the covariate is subject to measurement error. Under appropriate conditions, it is shown that
the proposed estimators are consistent, and that they converge weakly to Gaussian
processes.
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Introduction

Prentice (1982) considered an important problem in survival analysis which deals with the
estimation of the failure time regression model based on censored survival data when the
covariate is subject to measurement error. The following study was described to support the
approach. To relate thyroid cancer incidence to gamma radiation exposure level, survivors
of the atomic bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki were assigned radiation dose level based
on the location and the individual shielding characteristics. It was reported that individual
radiation dose estimates may differ from actual exposure levels by as much as 30% in an
appreciable fraction of study subjects.
The current paper is motivated by the study described above. Specifically, let F(tlu)
denote the conditional distribution function of a nonnegative random variable T given U = u.
Let C be a random variable, set Y = T A C and 8 = l(T < C). In survival analysis, Tis
usually the survival time (or failure time) or time to an event, and U is the covariate; C is
the censoring time or withdrawal time and Y is the observable time which may be the time
to an event or time to withdraw. Also, the indicator variable 8 equals 1 if the event occurs
on or before the censoring time (if T :5 C) and it equals 0 otherwise.
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Suppose the covariate U is subject to measurement error and is not directly available;
that is, it is only possible to observe U through X = U + Z, where Z is a random error.
Given a random sample from the distribution of (X, Y, 8), it is of interest to examine the
covariate effect on the survival time by estimating the conditional cumulative hazard, the
conditional survival function S(tlu) = 1 - F(tlu) which is the probability that the survival
time T exceeds t given U = u, the regression function E(TIU = u), the conditional mean of
survival time T given U = u.
In this paper, our primary interest is on nonparametric estimation of S(tlu) in the sense
th~t there will be no parametric functional form imposed on the effect of U on T. Moreover,
the proposed procedure will be flexible enough to account for the censoring in the survival
time and the measurement error in the covariate. To make the nonparametric problem
identifiable, it is assumed (as in Fan and Truong (1993)) that the error Z has a known distribution, and it is independent of U, T and C. Also, T and C are conditionally independent
given U.

,r

In the absence of measurement errors, many approaches have been proposed for regression
analyses with censored survival data. Parametric models are described in Elandt-Johnson
and Johnson (1980), partly nonparametric (semi-parametric) methods are considered by Cox
(1972), Miller (1976) and Buckley and James (1979). For further extensions and generalizations, see Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980), Fleming and Harrington (1991), and Anderson et
al. (1992). To explore structural relationships between the survival time and its covariates,
especially for large data sets, Beran (1981) proposed a nonparametric approach for estimating the survival function. See also Doksum and Yandell (1982), Dabrowska (1987) and the
references given therein for other nonparametric methods.
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For uncensored observations, regression analysis involving measurement errors has been
an important research topic. See Fuller (1987) for a survey on linear models; Carroll, et al.
(1984), Stefanski and Carroll (1985) and Prentice (1986) for binary regression analyses; Armstrong (1985) for generalized linear models. To develop flexible procedures for exploratory
data analyses, Fan and Truong (1993) proposed a nonparametric approach using the deconvoluted kernel method. A brief history of this development is given in Fan, Truong and
Wang (1990, 1991).

,
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For censored survival data in the presence of covariate measurement errors, Prentice
(1982) proposed a method based on Cox's regression model. See also Pepe, Self and Prentice
(1989). In view of the potential that bias may be introduced due to model misspecification
in parametric or partly nonparametric estimation of the conditional survival function, the
current approach generalizes Beran's nonparametric method by using the deconvoluted kernel
estimator of Fan and Truong (1993) to account for the covariate measurement errors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the nonparametric
methods of Beran (1981) and Fan and Truong (1993). Specifically, Section 2.1 describes the
building block of nonparametric regression for measurement errors, namely the method of
deconvoluted density estimation. Section 2.2 discusses the deconvoluted kernel regression
estimation and gives a summary of theoretical properties of the procedure. Section 2.3 summarizes Beran's nonparametric method and his asymptotic results along with Dabrowska's
contribution in this area. Our proposed procedure is given in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 considers estimation of the regression function. Asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators
are described in Section 3. Concluding remarks and open problems are given in Section 4.
Proofs are presented in Section 5.
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Methods
Deconvoluted kernel density estimators

Given a random sample from the distribution of X = U + Z, one of the problems in errorsin-variables is to estimate the density function of U. To make this problem identifiable, it
is assumed that the distribution of Z is known and that Z and U are independent. Also, Z
has a non-vanishing characteristic function </>z(t).
Let Xj = Uj + Zj, j = 1,
, n denote a random sample from the distribution of X = U +
Z. Here Zll"" Zn and Ull
, Un are independent and both Uj and Zj are not observable.
Denote the characteristic functions of X and U by </>x(') and </>u('), respectively. By Fourier
inversion, the density function of U is given by

fu(u)

1 joo
1 joo
= -2
exp( -itu)</>u(t) dt = -2
1r
1r
-00

-00

</>x(t)

exp( -itu):;:--() dt.
'f'Z

t

Thus the problem of estimating the density function of U can be reduced to the estimation
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L:

of the function

=

<Px(t)

a

exp(itx)fx(x) dx,

which, in turn is density estimation problem based on X. Let K (.) denote a kernel function;
that is, K (.) satisfies conditions of a density function. Then the kernel estimate of the density
function fxO of X is given by
~
1
= nb1n ~K{b;;
(x -

A

fx(x)

Xj)}

= Kbn * Fn,

where '*' is the convolution of distribution functions, Kbn(x) = b;IK(b;lX), F n is the empirical distribution function of XI, ... ,Xn and the bandwidth bn is a sequence of positive
numbers that tend to zero as n -+ 00. See Silverman (1984) and Devroye and Gyorfi (1985).
Denote the Fourier transforms of Fn (·) and K(·) respectively by
A

<Pn(t)

1

n

= ~ ~exp(itXj)

Then <Px (.) is estimated by

~x(t) =

L:

00

= Loo exp(itv)K(v) dv.

and <PK(t)

exp(itx)jx(x) dx

= ~n(t)<PK(tbn).

Thus a natural estimator of the density function of U is
1

21l"
-

1

roo

.

~x(t)

J-oo exp( -ztu) <Pz(t) dt

1

~n(t)

00

21l"

(.

-00

.

exp -ztu)<PK(tbn)<Pz(t) dt,

which can be rewritten in the kernel form:
A

fn(u)

1 ~
-1
~Kn{bn (u -Xj)},

(2.1)

1

(2.2)

= nb

where
1

Kn(x) = 21l"

n

00

-00

<PK(t)

exp( -ztx) <PZ(tb~l) dt
•

is called the deconvoluted kernel. We give two examples of (2.2).
Example 1: Normal measurement errors

Suppose Z has a normal distribution with <Pz(t) = exp( -!0"~t2). If the kernel K(·) is
the inverse triangular density such that its Fourier transform is given by <PK(t) = (1 - t 2)t.
Then (2.2) yields,

Kn(x) = ;-

11

cos(tx)(l- t 2)3 exp
4

(~~~2)

dt.

(2.3)

The optimal bandwidth is given by bn = cO"o (log n)-1/2 with c > 1. Graphs of (2.3) for
different values of the constant factor c are given in Fan, Truong and Wang (1991).
Example 2: Double exponential measurement errors
Suppose Z has a double exponential or Laplace distribution with <f>z(t) = (1 + 0"5t2/4)-1.
If K(.) is the Gaussian kernel K(x) = (v2;i)-l exp(-x 2/2), then by (2.2),

K

n

(x) = _1_
(1 _
y'2;

0"5 (x 2

4b~

-

1)) exp

2
)
(_!x
2

.

(2.4)

The optimal bandwidth is given by bn '" cn- 1 / 9 with c > O. Graphs of (2.4) for different
values of the constant factor c are given in Fan, Truong and Wang (1991).
Note that the deconvoluted kernel (2.2) depends on nand <f>z(·) which is different from
the usual kernel function. The deconvoluted kernel density estimator (2.1) was studied by
Carroll and Hall (1988), Stefanski and Carroll (1990), and Zhang (1990) and Fan (1991a,b).
Optimal properties will be summarized in the next section.

2.2

Deconvoluted kernel regression function estimators

We start with nonparametric regression for complete data. Suppose (Ul, T1 ), ••• , (Un, Tn) is
a random sample from the distribution of (U, T), then the kernel estimator of the regression
function m(u) = E(TIU = u) is given by
A

m

(

n

2:i=l Tj K{b;l(U - Uj )}
u - 2:i=l K{b~l(U - Uj )} ,
)

_

(2.5)

where K(·) is the kernel function and bn is the bandwidth. See Nadaraya (1964), Watson
(1964) and HardIe (1990).
Next we consider nonparametric regression involving measurement errors. Suppose X =
U + Z and consider the problem of estimating the regression function m(u) = E(TIU = u)
from the random sample (Xl, T1 ), ••• , (Xn , Tn). Here X j = Uj + Zj, j = 1, ... , n; Zl, ... , Zn
and Ul,"" Un are independent. Since the deconvoluted kernel (2.2) has the effect of accounting for the measurement errors in Uj, a natural estimator of m( u) is
A

(

)

_

mn u -

2:j=l T j K n{b;l(U - Xj)}
2:i=l Kn{b~l(u - Xj)} ,

(2.6)

where K n (·) is given by (2.2).
Estimator (2.6) was introduced by Fan and Truong (1993). Under appropriate conditions,
estimators (2.1) and (2.6) can be shown to possess optimal of rate of convergence. These
results, depending upon the smoothness of the error distribution, are summarized as follows.
5
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The distribution of Z is said to be super smooth of order (3: if the function <pz(·) satisfies

(2.7)
where do, db (3"

are positive constants and (30, (31 are constants.

On the other hand, Z is said to be ordinary smooth of order (3 if there are positive
constants do, d1 , (3 such that <pzO satisfies

(2.8)
For example, normal N(O,l) with (3 = 2 and Cauchy 1/{7r(1 + z2)} with (3 = 1 are
super smooth distributions. While ordinary smooth distributions include Laplace or double
exponential 2- 1 exp( -Izl) with (3 = 2 and Gamma a P z p - 1 exp( -az)/f(p) with (3 = p.
The rates of convergence for deconvoluted kernel estimators (2.1) and (2.6) depend on (3
- the order of smoothness of the error distribution. They also depend on the smoothness
of the regression function and the marginal density function. For regression and density
functions with bounded k-th derivatives, the optimal rates of convergence are given in the
following table.

Super smooth
distribution
N(O,l)

Cauchy (0,1)

Rates of convergence

(log n t

Ordinary smooth
distribution

Rates of convergence

Gamma(a,p)

n- k /(2k+2P+l)

Laplace

n- k /(2k+5)

k 2
/

(logn)-k

A similar table for deconvoluted density estimation is given in Fan (1991a).

...
.f

The optimal bandwidth bopt depends on the error distribution. For the super smooth
error distribution of order (3, bopt = c(log n t 1 /.6 for some constant c depending only on
the error distribution and the kernel function. In the ordinary case, bopt = cn- 1 /(2k+2t3+1)
for some constant c. Asymptotic normality of deconvoluted estimators (2.1) and (2.6) and
confidence intervals are discussed in Fan (1991b) and Fan, Truong and Wang (1990). Based
on simulation results reported in Fan and Truong (1993), it is important to know that the
deconvoluted estimator (2.6) is robust to the misspecification of error distribution, and is
significantly better than the ordinary (or naive) kernel method.
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2.3

Kernel survival function estimators

In this section, we describe Beran's procedure for estimating the survival function S(tlu) =
peT > tlU = u) = 1-F(tlu), the probability that an individual's survival time before t, given
that U = u. According to Tsiatis (1978), the observable random vector (U, Y, 8) does not
identify S(tlu) uniquely, unless the random variables T and C are conditionally independent
given U. In our discussion, as well as in most survival analyses, the identifiability issue is
resolved by imposing such conditional independence assumption.
Let G(tlu) denote the conditional distribution function of the censoring time C given
U = u. Set Hl(tlu) = P(Y > t,8 = 11U = u), H2(tlu) = P(Y > tlU = u). By the
conditional independence assumption,

Hl(tlu)

=

1 {1 - G(slu)} dF(slu),
lJ>t

H2(tlu)

= {1 -

G(tlu)}S(tlu).

Suppose f(tlu) is the conditional density function of T given U = u. That is, f(tlu)
F'(tlu). Define the hazard and the cumulative hazard functions respectively by

f(tlu)
A(tlu) = S(tlu),
Then,

=

lot A(slu) ds.

A(tlu) =

:

r

f(slu)
A(tlu) = 10 S(slu) ds = -logS(tlu),

(2.9)
v

and, under the conditional independence assumption,

A(tlu) =

r f(slu) ds = _ r Hl(dslu) .

Jo S(slu)

Jo H2(slu)

(2.10)

The above relationships suggest that the problem of estimating S(tlu) and A(tlu) is now
simplified to the estimation of two functions Hl(tlu) and H2(tlu).
Let (Uj, lj, 8j ), j = 1, ... , n, denote a random sample from the distribution of (U, Y, 8).
Here lj = min(Tj, Cj); Tj and Cj are independent given Uj, and (Tj, Cj), j = 1, ... , n is a
random sample from the distribution of (T, C) which mayor may not be observable. Set
Ilj = IlAt) = 1(lj > t,8j = 1) and I2j = I 2j (t) = 1(lj > t). From (2.5), kernel estimators
of Hv(tlu), 1/ = 1,2 are given respectively by

H (I ) _ Ej=l IVjK{b;;l(U - Uj)}
vn t u - Ej=l K{b~l(U _ Uj)} ,

1/

= 1,2.

(2.11)

Set .6Hln (slu) = Hln(slu) - Hln(s - lu). By (2.9) and (2.10), the conditional cumulative
hazard and the conditional survival functions are estimated respectively by
(2.12)

7
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,

and

Sn(tlu) = exp ( - An(tlu)).

(2.13)

Observe that (2.13) can be written as

•

Sn(tlu) = exp (-

L ~!I1nCYilu)) = II exp (- ~!I1n(lilu)) ~ II

y,:5t H2n (lilu)

H2n(lilu)

y,:5t

y,:5t

(1 _~!I1n(lilu))
,
H2n (lilu)

which is the product estimator proposed by Beran (1981). Under reasonable assumptions,
Beran established the uniform consistency of (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13). Dabrowska (1987)
proved that these estimators converge weakly to Gaussian processes, and that these results
also hold for nearest neighbour estimates. Note that (2.10) can be generalized to include
discontinuous or jumps in HI, see Beran (1981) and Dabrowska (1987) for the exposition.

2.4

Deconvoluted kernel estimator of the survival function

Suppose the process of obtaining the values of Uj is subject to measurement errors and that
it is only possible to observe X j = Uj + Zj, j = 1, ... , n with Zj being independent random
errors. According to (2.6), the deconvoluted kernel estimators of Hv(tlu), 11 = 1,2, based on
the random sample (Xj, }j,6j ), j = 1, ... , n, are given respectively by

Hvn(tlu)

= Ej=1 Iv,jKn{b~1(u Ej=1 K n {b;1( U

I

-

Xj)},
X j )}

11

= 1,2.

(2.14)

Here KnO is the deconvoluted kernel function (2.2). Consequently, the conditional cumulative hazard and the conditional survival functions are estimated respectively by
(2.15)
and
(2.16)
Fan and Truong (1993) showed that estimators (2.14) possess optimal rates of convergence, and that they have asymptotic normal distributions (Fan, Truong and Wang, 1990).
In the presence of censoring, it is however necessary to strengthen the above results to weak
convergence to Gaussian processes. This will be discussed in Section 3.

,2.5
f

Regression function estimation

The estimation of the conditional mean or regression functions is very important in practice.
See Fan and Gijbels (1994). The regression function m(u) = E(TIU = u) is given by

m(u) =

looo S(tlu) dt.
8

To make m(·) identifiable, we truncate the upper bound of the integral, i.e.,
m(u;Tu )

where Tu < sup{t : H 2 (tlu) >

OJ.

= loT.. S(tlu)dt,

(2.17)

,

See also Dabrowska (1987).

A natural estimate of the regression function is given by
mn(u)

= 10

00

Sn(tlu) dt.

If the largest observation is censored, then the integral is infinite. In this case, we consider
the estimate of the truncated mean regression function
(2.18)
In the absence of covariate measurement error, Dabrowska (1987) proved that, under
appropriate conditions, (2.18) is consistent, and that it converges weakly to a Gaussian
process. In this paper, we will show that the same results hold in the context of measurement
error.

3

Asymptotic properties

In this section, we describe conditions under which the proposed estimators (2.14), (2.15),
(2.16) and (2.18) will be shown to be consistent, and that they converge weakly to Gaussian
processes.
The following condition is required for solving the identifiability problem mentioned earlier.

Condition 1 The random variables T and C are conditionally independent given U.
The next condition is standard in nonparametric regression.

Condition 2 (a) Let a < b. The marginal density fu(') of the unobserved U is bounded
away from zero on the interval [a, b], and has a bounded second derivative.

(b) For t > 0, the functions H 1 (tlu) and H 2 (tlu) have continuous second derivatives (as
functions of u) on [a, b).

Recall that
from zero.

Tu

< sup{t: H 2 (tlu) >

OJ.

Hence H 1 (Tu lu) and H 2 (Tu lu) are bounded away

Our asymptotic results depend on the smoothness condition of the error distribution,
which will be described in the next two subsections.
9
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3.1

Ordinary smooth error

This subsection considers the asymptotic properties of (2.14) - (2.16) and (2.18) involving
ordinary smooth measurement errors.
The first part of the following condition ensures that the estimators (2.14) are well defined.
The remaining deals with tail behaviors of the error distribution, which is satisfied by most
ordinary smooth distributions such as double exponential and gamma distributions.

Condition 3 The characteristic function of the error distribution ¢>z(') does not vanish.
Moreover, there are constants (3 ~ 0, c =J. 0 such that

¢>z(s)sl3 -+ c,

¢>~(S)sl3+1 -+

-(3c

as s -+

00.

In order for the bias term to achieve the desirable rate of convergence, the kernel function
K (.) satisfies

Condition 4 The function ¢>K(-) is symmetric with
1 + O(lvI 2 ) as v -+ O. Moreover,

J I¢>~)I < 00,

¢>K(O)

=1

2
x K(x)dx <

00 ..

and ¢>K(v)

=

The above condition implies that the kernel function

K(x)
is a second order kernel; that is,

1:

K(x)dx

= 1,

= (21l"t 1

1:

Jexp(ivx)¢>K(v)dv

xK(x)dx = 0,

1:

Moreover, there is a positive constant D such that

We start with the key result of the paper, which considers the weak convergence of the
estimators (2.14).
Theorem 1 Suppose Conditions

nb~I3+5

-+

0 as n

-+

00.

1-4

hold and that bn -+ 0 such that nb;f+l -+ 00 and
Then the process Jnb~I3+l(Hln(tlu) - H1(tlu), H2n (tlu) - H 2(tlu))
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converges weakly in D[O, T u ] X D[O, T u ] to a two-dimensional mean zero Gaussian process
(W1(slu), W 2(tlu)) with covariance function given by
cov{Wi(slu), Wj(tlu)}

= 27rlcl;fu(u)

Jdv Iv 2.BI<pK(V)1 2JdFz(z) fu(u - z)
I

{Hmin{i,j} (tlu - z) - Hi(slu - z)Hj(tlu - z)
+ (Hi(slu - z) - Hi(slu))(Hj(tlu - z) - Hj(tlu))},

(3.1)

X

Observe that when there is no measurement error; that is, Z
above formula of the covariance is simplified to
cov{Wi(slu), Wj(tlu)}

= fU~u)

J

=

i,j

= 1,2.

°

with probability 1, the

2

K (v) dv{Hmin{i,j}(tlu) - Hi(slu)Hj(tlu)},

i,j

= 1,2,

which is identical to the one given in Dabrowska (1987).
It follows from the Skorokhod's construction that Vnb;,.B+I(H1n(slu)-H1(slu), H 2n (tlu)H2(tlu)) converges almostly surely to (W1(slu), W 2(tlu)) in the supremum metric on [0, T u ] X
[0, T u ]. Hence, we conclude that

Corollary 1 Suppose Conditions 1-4 hold and that bn ~

nb;[3+5 ~

°as n

~

00.

Then

sup IHvn(slu) - Hv(slu)1

s:5'Tu

= Op {(nb;[3+I)-1/2},

°such that nb;[3+I
a ~ u ~ b,

v

~

00

and

= 1,2.

Consequently, we obtain the consistency of An, Sn and m n as defined by (2.15), (2.16)
and (2.18), respectively.

Corollary 2 Suppose Conditions 1-4 hold and that bn ~ 0 such that nb;[3+I ~

nb;[3+5 ~ 0 as n ~

00.

Then, for a ~ u ~ b,

sup IAn(slu) - A(slu)1

= Op {(nb~+I)-1/2},

s:5'Tu

sup ISn(8Iu) - S(slu)1

s:5'Tu

00

and

= Op {(nb~+I )-1/2}

and

In the absence of measurement errors, under fairly general conditions, Beran (1981)
showed that sUPs:5'Tu IHvn(slu) - Hv(slu)1 = 0(1) almost surely. In proving this result, it is
crucial that the kernel function K(·) is non-negative so that Glivenko-Cantelli theorem can
be applied to yield the uniformity and the almost sure convergence. The situation becomes
more complicated when there is measurement error, since the deconvoluted kernel weight
may be negative. Nevertheless, these results are valid for convergence in probability by
virtue of the Skorokhod construction.
The next result deals with the weak convergence of An and Sn'
11

Theorem 2 Suppose Conditions 1-4 hold and that bn -+ 0 such that nb;('+l -+ 00 and
nb;(,+5 -+ 0 as n -+ 00. Then the processes Jnb~+l(An(tlu)-A(tlu)) and Jnb~{3+l(Sn(tlu)
S(tlu)) converge weakly in D[O, Tu ] to mean zero Gaussian processes with covariance structures given by f1(s, tlu) and S(slu)S(tlu)f1(s, tlu), respectively.
In the absence of measurement errors, it follows from integration by parts (see Breslow
and Crowley (1974)) that the asymptotic covariance function of
is given by
2
f1(s,tlu) = f K (v)dv
A(dzlu).
fu(u)
10 H 2(zlu)

Jnb~+l(An(tlu)-

A(tlu))

rAt

See Dabrowska (1987). The formula is quite complicated in the presence of measurement
errors.
According to (2.17) and (2.18), the next result follows easily from the weak convergence
of

Jnb~+l(Sn(tlu) -

S(tlu)).

Corollary 3 Suppose Conditions 1-4 hold and that bn -+ 0 such that nb;(,+l -+ 00 and
nb;(,+5 -+
as n -+ 00. Then Jnb~{3+l(mn(U) - m(u)) converges weakly to a mean zero
Gaussian distribution with variance given by

°

3.2

Normal error

This subsection considers the asymptotic properties of (2.14) - (2.16) and (2.18) when the
covariate is subject to normal measurement error.

Condition 5 Z '" N(O, O'~) and the deconvoluted kernel is given by (2.3).
Set

J

Theorem 3 Suppose bn = 0'0{1 - 3(loglogn)(1ogn)-1}(logn)-lj2 and that Conditions 1,
2 and 5 hold. Then the process (Fn/O'n)(H1n(tlu) - H 1(tlu),H2n (tlu) - H 2(tlu)) converges
weakly in D[O, Tul X D[O, Tul to a two-dimensional mean zero Gaussian process.
In the case of ordinary smooth errors, the covariance function of the limiting Gaussian.
process is given by (3.1). There is no simple formula for the limiting covariance function of
the above Gaussian process when the covariate measurement error is normal. This is due to
12

the fact that, for normal errors, the variance of the deconvoluted kernel estimator converges
to zero much slower than the bias term; see Fan and Truong (1993). It also explains why a
different normalization is used in establishing the asymptotic distribution of (2.14).
The next result follows from the Skorokhod's construction.
Corollary 4 Suppose bn = 0"0{1- 3(log log n)(log n)-1 }(log n)-1/2 and that Conditions 1, 2
and 5 hold. Then
sup IHvn(slu) - Hv(slu)1

= Op(O"n/..;n),

a < u ~ b,

II

= 1,2.

8:5T..

Moreover,
sup IAn(slu) - A(slu)1 = Op(O"n/..;n),

sup ISn(slu) - S(slu)1 = Op(O"n/..;n)

8:5 T ..

8:5 T..

and
According to (4.11) of Fan, Truong and Wang (1990),

IKnO! = 0 (b~.4 exp{0"~/(2b;)}).
It follows from bn = 0"0{1-3(loglogn)(logn)-I}(logn)-1/2 that O"n/.,fii ---+ O. Hence, the
above results generalize the consistency results of Beran (1981) to the situation when the
covariate is subject to normal error.

The next result considers the weak convergence of An and Sn for normal covariate measurement errors.

nt

1/ 2 and that Conditions 1, 2
Theorem 4 Suppose bn = 0"0{1- 3(log log n)(lognt1}(log
and 5 hold. Then the processes (.,fii/O"n)(An(tlu) - A(tlu)) and (.,fii/O"n)(Sn(tlu) - S(tlu))

converge weakly in D[O, T u ] to mean zero Gaussian processes.
Consequently, Corollary 3 is also valid for normal errors as given in the next result.
Corollary 5 Suppose bn = 0"0{ 1 - 3(log log n )(log n )-1 }(log n )-1/2 and that Conditions 1,
2 and 5 hold. Then (.,fii/O"n)(mn(u) - m(u)) converges weakly to a mean zero Gaussian

distribution.
Suppose the limiting covariance function of (.,fii/O"n)(An(tlu) - A(tlu)) is denoted by
r 2 (s, tlu). Then the limiting covariance function of (.,fii/O"n)(Sn(tlu) - S(tlu)) is given by

S(slu)S(tlu)r 2 (s, tlu),
and the limiting covariance function of (.,fii/O"n)(mn(u) - m(u)) is

foT.. foT.. S( slu )S(tlu)r2(S, tlu) ds dt.
Proofs of these results are given in Section 5.
13
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Concluding remarks

Based on Beran (1981) and Fan and Truong (1993), the paper considers a new deconvoluted kernel method to estimate regression models involving censored survival data when
the covariate is subject to measurement error. The approach is nonparametric, making no
assumption about the functional form of the covariate effect, except for the smoothness
conditions. Under appropriate conditions on the the marginal density and the conditional
distribution functions, it is shown that the proposed estimators (2.14), (2.15), (2.16) and
(2.18) are consistent, and they converge weakly to Gaussian processes. These results generalize the corresponding results of Beran (1981) and Dabrowska (1987) to covariates with
measurement errors.
There are still many important issues to be addressed, a few of them is listed below.

1. Variance estimates and confidence intervals. To construct confidence intervals, it will
be useful to have covariance function (3.1) estimated. One possible approach is to modify the
method suggested by Fan, Truong and Wang (1990). Moreover, in the normal measurement
error case, it will be important to compute and estimate the covariance function of the
limiting Gaussian process. One can also consider using bootstrap to construct confidence
intervals.
2. Local linear estimators. To prove Theorem 1, we impose a smoothness condition on
the marginal density function as described in Condition 2 (a). This is unavoidable when
using kernel estimator, see also Dabrowska (1987). However, in the absence of measurement
errors, O'Grady (1994) considered a more flexible approach by using local linear method
to estimate H1 (tlu) and H2 (tlu), and weak convergence results were also established. Local
linear estimators have the advantage of being spatially adaptive; that is, their asymptotic
properties depend only on the continuity of the marginal density, instead of the derivative as
required by the usual kernel method. Methodologically, the extension to the case involving
measurement error based on local linear methods is straightforward, see Fan, Truong and
Wang (1991). However, it will be important to show that the local linear estimators of
(H1 (tlu), H2 (tlu)) also converge weakly to a two dimensional Gaussian process.

j.

3. Bandwidth selection. The use of estimators (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) depends on the
choice of bandwidth bn . Large value of bandwidth yields high bias in the estimate, while
small value will inflate the variance term. It was discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 that the
optimal bandwidth depends on the error distribution and the smoothness of the underlying
function. Hence, it is important to determine whether cross-validation or plug-in method
still yields consistent estimates of the above functions.
4. Quantile regression. In the absence of measurement errors, Beran (1981), Dabrowska
(1987) and Doksum and Yandell (1982) examined the problem of conditional quantile estimation. The latter paper also discussed simultaneous confidence bands for the mean and
median regression, and demonstrated the usefulness of the nonparametric approach over the
estimates derived from Cox's model and Buckley-James method on Stanford Heart trans14

plant data. It will be of interest to extend our methodology to the estimation of quantile
regreSSIOn.

5. Multivariate extensions. For complete data, the area of nonparametric estimation of
the mean and median regression functions has been very active. However, it is known that
kernel estimates are not efficient for handling covariates in high dimensional space, due to
the curse of dimensionality; see Huber (1985) and Stone (1986). The procedures proposed
in this paper have the same drawback. Recently, Kooperberg, Stone and Truong (1994a,b)
considered the estimation of hazard regression using splines and their tensor products. It is
of interest to extend this methodology to handle covariates involving measurement errors.

5

Proofs

The following notations will be used throughout this section. Set

Knj(x) = b~1Kn{b~1(u - Xj)},

H1(t, u) = E{Kn1 (u)Ill (t)},
where, we recall that Ill(t)

5.1

j(u) = E{Kn1 (u)},

H2(t, u) = E{Kn1 (u)I21 (t)},

= l(Yi > t,81 = 1)

and 121 (t)

= l(Yi > t).

Proof of Theorem 1

The argument is a refinement of Dabrowska (1987) and Fan, Truong and Wang (1990). Let
Ix and Iz denote the density functions of X and Z, respectively. Note that

j(u) -

b~1! Kn{b~1(u - x)}fx(x) dx

! Kn{b;;1(U - x)} ! fu(x - z) dFz(z) dx
{.-1,t (U~
- X)} <PZ(tb~1)
<PK(t) dt ! lu(x - z) dFz(z) dx
27rb if
n
2:b ! dt <p:~i~1)! dFz(z)exp C::) !
{-it (U b V)} fu(v)
n
n

b;;1
_

-

1

exp

dvexp

2:b ! dvlu(v)! dt<PK(t)exP{-it(U~V)}
n
b;;1! dvfu(v)K{b;;1(U - v)} = fu(u) + O(b~).

•f

(5.1)

The last equality follows from the property of the kernel function K(·) and Taylor expansion.
Set HII(t, u) = HII(tlu)lu(u), 11 = 1,2. Then a similar argument yields

it(t, u)

= HII(t, u) + O(b~),
15

11

= 1,2.

(5.2)

"

Write

(5.3)
In view of Lemma 2 of Fan and Truong (1993), (5.1), (5.2) and
to consider the asymptotic distribution of

Wlln(t)

_
n
=
Wlln(t, u) = Jnbn2.8+l (n -1 ~
Knj(uHf(u)IlIj(t)
~

Jnb~+5 --+ 0,
HII(t,

un ,
)

it is sufficient

v

= 1,2.

Observe that E2:Knj (uHj(u)IIIAt)-HII (t,un = 0, so W1n (t) and W 2n (t) are standardized
sums of mean-zero random variables.

=

Let t 1 < ... < t p and let CII,r, r
2:r 2:11 c~,i i- O. Then

=

1,2, denote constants such that

E (Knl(u) ~~CII,r{}(U)IIII(tr) - HII(tr,u n )

J

•

1, ... ,p, v

Set

u2(x) =

E { (2:r 2:11 CII ,r{}(U)IIII(tr) - HII(tr,
var ( Kn1 (u)

= E (

~ ~ CII,r{j(

U

= O.

un)2 1X1 = x}. Then

)IlIl(tr) - HII(tr, un)

K~. (u) E { (~~>... {j(U)I•• (t.) -

= b;;2 JJK~ (U ~ X) u2(x)fx(x) dx.

H.(t.,

un

rIX.})

By Lemma 2.1 of Fan (1991b) and Parseval's identity,

J •

Similarly, (see the argument in the proof of Theorem 3 of Fan and Truong (1993))
(5.5)

J

It follows from (5.4) and (5.5) and Lyapounov's theorem that 2:r 2:11 clI,rWlln(tr) has an
asymptotical normal distribution. Hence the finite dimensional distributions of (WIn (t), W 2n (t) )
are asymptotically normal.
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Proof of tightness: For t 1 < t < t 2, we need to establish

E{W1n (tl) - W1n (t)}2{W1n (t) - W 1n (t2)}2 <
where

Cl

Cl

{wl(td - Wl(t)}{Wl(t) - Wl(t2)},

(5.6)

is a constant and WI is a nondecreasing function. Write

t.

b2f3+l ) 1/2 n
_n_
LA j ,
(

W 1n (t 1) - W 1n (t)

n

W1n (t) - W 1n (t2) -

j=1

b2f3+l) 1/2 n.
_n_
L Bj,
(
n

j=1

where

Aj
Bj

= Knj (u){j(u)(I1(t 1) - I1(t» - (H1(tl, U) - H1(t, U»},
= Knj(u){j(u)(I1(t) - I 1(t 2» - (H1(t, U) - H1(t 2, U»}.

By simple algebra and note that A j and B j have mean zero,

E{W1n (t 1) - W 1n (t)P{W1n (t) - W 1n (t 2)P

= (b;[3+l) E
n

(t (t
2

2

Aj )

3=1

b4f3+2

= ~ {EA~B~

Bj )2

3=1

+ 2(n -l)EA~EB~ + 2(n -1)(EA1B 1)2}.

(5.7)

Let !Y,X and !Y,U denote joint density functions of (Y, X) and (Y, U), respectively. To
establish an upper bound for (5.7), we start with

E(A~) -

EK~1(U){j(u)(Il(t1) - I1(t» - (H1(t1,U) - (H1(t,u»}2

11 K~ (U~X) {j(u)}21{i} < < t,8= l}!y,x(y,x)dydx
b;;2 1
1K~ (U bn X) {j(u)}21{t1 < < t,8 I} 1!Y,u(y, X - z) dFz(z) dy dx
b;;2 1dFz(z) 1dxK~ (U b X) {j(U)}2!u(x - z){H1(t1Ix - z) - H1(tlx - z)}.
n

< b;;2

Y

-

Y

-

•

=

It follows from Lemma 2.1 of Fan (1991b) and Parseval's identity that

f3
E(Ai) :5 b;;2 -1 !~(u)
x

1dFz(z) !u(u - z){H1(t1Iu - z) - H1(tlu - z)}

271"~cI21IvI2f3I<pK(v)12dv(1+0(1».

(5.8)

Similarly,

1dFz(z) !u(u - z){H1(tlu - z) - H1(t21u - z)}
271"~c12 1IvI 2f3 I<pK(V) dv (1 + 0(1».

t

E(B~) < b;;2f3 -1 !~(u)
X

2

1

17
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(5.9)

The above argument also shows

•

E(A1B1)

~ b~213-1;~~~~JlvI2131<pK(V)12dV J

J

dFz(z)fu(u-z)

(5.10)

x {H1(t1Iu - z) - H1(tlu - z)}{H1(tlu - z) - H1(t 21u - z)} (1
EA~B~

=

O(b~213-1).

+ 0(1)),
(5.11)

It follows from (5.7)-(5.11) that (5.6) is valid. Similarly, there is a nondecreasing function
'11 2 and a constant C2 such that

E{W2n (tl) - W 2n (t)}2{W2n (t) - W 2n (t2)}2 < C2{W2(t 1) - W2(t)}{W2(t) - W2(t 2)}.
According to (15.39) of Billingsley (1968), (W1n (·), W 2n (·)) is tight. Hence, we conclude that
the bivariate process Vnb-:f+l(H1n(tlu) - H1(tlu), H2n (tlu) - H2(tlu)) converges weakly in
D[O, TuJ x D[O, TuJ to a two dimensional Gaussian process (W1(tlu), W 2(tlu)) with covariance
function given by (3.1), which can be easily verified by invoking Lemma 2.1 of Fan (1991b)
and the Parseval's identity. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

5.2

Proof of Corollary 1

This follows easily from the Skorokhod's construction.

5.3

Proof of Corollary 2

Simple algebra and Corollary 1 yield
IAn(tlu) - A(tlu)1 =

0

(~~rIH2n(slu) +0

H2(Slu)l)

(~~~ IH1n(slu) -

Hl(slu)l) .

The first result follows from Corollary 1.
The second result follows the first, (2.9) and (2.16). The third result is an easy consequence of the second result.

5.4
1

Proof of Theorem 2

Set Wlln(tlu) = Vnb;[3+l(H1n (tlu) - H1(tlu), H2n (tlu) - H2(tlu)), 11 = 1,2. By the approach
analogous to Breslow and Crowsley (1974) and Gill (1983), we have

Ln(t\u)

= y'nb-:f+l{An(tlu)-A(tlu)} =

r
W 2n (slu) A(dslu) + r W1n(dslu) +0 (1). (5.12)
Jo
H2(slu)
Jo H2(slu)
p
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According to Theorem 1 and the Skorokhod's construction, we may assume that the ran-

Jnb~+l(Hln(tlu) - H1(tlu),H2n (tlu) - H2(tlu)) converges almost surely to
(W1(tlu), W 2(tlu)) in the sup norm on [O,Tu ] X [0, Tu ]. That is,

dom vector

sup IWlln(slu) - WII(slu)l--+
S~'T..

°

with probability 1,

II

= 1,2.

Then (5.12) converges almostly surely in the sup norm on [0, T u ] to

which is a mean-zero Gaussian process with covariance function given by

r 1 (s, tlu) = cov{L(slu), L(tlu)}.
This completes the first half of Theorem 2.
By Taylor expansion,
exp( -An) = exp( -A) - exp( -A) (An - A)
where

A~

1

+ 2 exp( -A~)(An -

A)2,

is a random function having value between A(tlu) and An{tlu). Then

•

where

Rn(t, u) = (nb~+l)-1/2 exp( -A~)L~{tlu).
By the weak convergence of Ln(tlu) and the consistency of An, Rn(t, u) -+

Jnb~+l{Sn(tlu) - S(tlu)}

°

in probahil-

converges weakly to a mean-zero Gaussian process
-S(tlu)L(tlu) with covariance function given by

ity. Hence,

S(slu)S(tlu)cov{L(slu), L(tlu)} = S(slu)S(tlu)r 1(s, tlu).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

5.5

Proof of Corollary 3

This follows from the weak convergence of

Jnb~+l{Sn(tlu) - S(tlu)}.
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5.6

Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4

According to (2.3) and (6.11) of Fan, Truong and Wang (1990), there is a positive constant
C3 such that
Un ~ c3b~ exp {u~/(2b~)} .
(5.13)
Note that (5.1) and (5.2) are still valid for Z rv N(O, (5) and the deconvoluted kernel (2.3).
It follows from (5.13), (5.1), (5.2) and bn = uo{l - 3(1og log n ) (log n )-1 }(log n t 1 / 2 that

-Jri
Un

{it(
- t, u) - H", (t Iu )} = 0 ( bn
f(u)
7

Jrib~

exp {2/(2b
Uo
n2)}

)

= 0 ()
1 .

Hence, in view of (5.3) and Lemma 4 of Fan and Truong (1993), the asymptotic normality
of (Jri/u n)(H1n (tlu) - H1(tlu), H 2n (tlu) - H2(t\u)) follows from the asymptotic normality
of

V_n(t,u) = ::: (n-1E,Kn;(u){j(U)I_;(tl-H_(t,U)}),

1/

= 1,2.

(5.14)

Observe that V",n (t, u) is the standardized sum of mean-zero independent random variables.
It follows from the argument given in the proof of Theorem 1 that the finite dimensional
distributions of (Vin(t, u), V2n(t, u)) are asymptotically normal.
The tightness of (5.14) can be established analogously as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Thus (Vin(t, u), V2n(t, u)) converges weakly to a mean-zero Gaussian process with covariance
function determined by
lim cov{Vin(t,u), V2n(t,u)}.
n--+oo
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
The proof of Theorem 4 follows from the argument given in the proof of Theorem 2 and
the weak convergence of (Jri/u n) (H1n (tlu) - H1(t\u), H2n (tlu) - H2(tlu)).
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